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8:00 to 9:00

9:00

5S happen at SAL Campus Ahmedabad. We express sincere acknowledgment to the 
management of SAL Education for their total support.  Our gratitude to the dignitaries who 
have sent goodwill messages which encourage the organisors and the participants in their 

Mr. Sara Srinivas of M/s Dhanalakshmi Graphics deserves our warm appreciation for 
bringing out this colorful edition.

Our Special thanks to the JURY members & Student Volunteers.
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The Chapters are governed by the elected chairman, Vice chairman, secretary and elected members 
of the governing council members.
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It’s a great honor and privilege for QCFI to organize the 9th National Conclave on 5S in 
association with Ahmedabad Chapter & SAL education on 24th June 2023 in 
Ahmedabad. QCFI has been propagating 5S ( Workplace Management) as one of the 
most important basic concepts for continual journey towards an organizational 
excellence. Basically, 5S is designed to decrease waste while optimizing productivity 
through maintaining an orderly workplace, improving workplace morale, safety and using visual cues to 
attain more consistent operational results.

I take this opportunity to welcome all the delegates and teams for participating in this national conclave.

The theme for this conclave is Growth, Happiness and Sustenance which is very apt and everyone would 
like to accomplish it for greater success in personal and professional life.

I understand that large number of participants and organizations would be participating in this conclave 
and fulfill their aspirations.

I am sure that this conclave would be able to achieve its objectives and participants will certainly acquire 
enough knowledge, learn pragmatic ways of implementing 5S at their workplace. Also, shall provide an 
opportunity in sharing the experiences among delegates and industry experts and usher better working 
culture for making skill/Clean India.

I wish all the best to participants and professionals involved to have a purposeful time and energy during 
conclave. 

Avinash Mishra
National President
Quality Circle Forum of India     

MESSAGE BY SRI AVINASH MISHRA
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President (Emeritus) QCFI
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MESSAGE BY SRI D.K. SRIVASTAVA

Dear Participants & Practitioners of ‘5S

Namaskar!

It is a great pleasure to greet and welcome you all for 
the 9th National Conclave on 5S.  This is organised by 
HQ with the collaboration of Ahmedabad Chapter & 
SAL Education. 

At the outset, I am thankful to the Management of SAL 
Education for giving the wonderful facilities for holding 
the conclave.  Thanks to all out efforts by Ahmedabad 
Chapter for taking the lead and making the facilities. Kudos to Ahmedabad Chapter!

As all of you appreciate, 5S movement has spread across many organisations and institutions through 
active involvement and propagation by all chapters along with HQ. Personally it has been my passion to 
drive ‘5S’ culture throughout India as it brings transformation in work culture & home culture & societal 
change. Yes! The drive we made for Home ‘5S’ has shown phenomenal progress as many employees 
have implemented ‘5S’ in their homes and deriving happiness aligning with our theme of the convention 
“Catalyst To Build Growth Happiness & Sustenance”.

QCFI appreciates JUSE for their support and guidance in our 5S mission and Joint Certification 
programme.

This Conclave is expected to attract around 150 teams for presentation on ‘5S’ implementation and 
related kaizens as well as Home ‘5S’ with spots of beauty with creative art.

I am confident that the participants will enjoy the ambience of SAL Institute, hospitality of Ahmedabad 
Chapter and take away mutual learning as benefits from the conclave.

Best Regards,

D.K. SRIVASTAVA
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MESSAGE BY SRI SRIRAM NARAYANAN
I am very happy to note that QCFI is organizing 5 S Conclave @ Ahmedabad on 24th 
June 2023.5S as a best work place practice in our Society ,Region , Company and 
country supports long term sustainability .Organization  with best 5 practice have 
best Employee retention and Best customer satisfaction .The reason for the same is 
that better work place environment brings in lot of positive energy in employees 
which inturn reflects in Good product quality finally resulting in better customer 
satisfaction . I am very happy to know that Best 5S practices will be shared during the 
conclave .This will lead to greater horizontal deployment and collaboration among the participants for 
sharing and learning .As said by our father of Nation “ Cleanliness is next to Godliness “ , In the same way 
best 5 S practice would lead to long term benefits for all stakeholders 

Best regards 

| Mit freundlichen Grüßen

Sriram Narayanan

Managing Director  |  General Management

Endress+Hauser Level+Pressure
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MESSAGE BY SRI NITIN S. KINGAONKAR
Dear participants of the Five 'S' Conclave,

With great anticipation and enthusiasm, I extend my warmest greetings to all of you. 
As we stand on the threshold of this highly anticipated event, I would like to convey 
my heartfelt appreciation to the organizers for their unwavering commitment to 
promoting excellence, efficiency, and continuous improvement through the Five 'S' 
methodology.

This Five S Conclave represents a unique opportunity for us to come together as a collective force, 
united by our shared vision of creating workplaces and communities that embody the principles of  
Reorganisation, Neatness, Cleaning, Standardisation and Discipline. This gathering promises to be a 
catalyst for transformative change, providing us with invaluable insights, inspiring success stories, and 
practical strategies that can revolutionize the way we work, collaborate, and thrive.

I encourage each and every one of you to approach this conclave with an open mind and a genuine 
willingness to embrace new ideas. Let us capitalize on the wealth of knowledge that will be shared, 
engaging in thought-provoking discussions, attending enlightening sessions, and actively participating 
in workshops and interactive activities. By doing so, we can cultivate an environment that stimulates 
innovation, fosters creativity, and propels us towards tangible results.

Beyond the intellectual stimulation and professional growth, this conclave also presents a unique 
opportunity to forge meaningful connections and build networks with like-minded individuals who 
share our passion for excellence and continuous improvement. Let us seize this chance to engage in 
conversations, exchange experiences, and collaborate with one another, as the power of collective 
wisdom and collaboration knows no bounds.

As we delve into the intricacies of Five S, let us remember that the true essence lies not only in the 
methodologies and tools, but in the spirit of discipline, dedication, and commitment that underpins it. 
Let us strive for excellence in all that we do, bringing the principles of Five S to life not just within the 
confines of our organizations, but also in our personal lives and interactions. By doing so, we can create a 
ripple effect that extends far beyond the boundaries of this conclave and positively impacts our 
workplaces, communities, and society as a whole.

May this Five 'S' Conclave be a transformative experience for each and every one of us. Let us embrace 
the knowledge, forge meaningful connections, and leave inspired to embark on a journey of continuous 
improvement and excellence. Together, we can shape a future that is marked by efficiency, productivity, 
and sustainable growth.

I extend my best wishes to you all for an enriching, empowering, and truly memorable conclave.

Warm regards,

Nitin S. Kingaonkar
Director (West Zone)
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7.    Sustain

5S Practices 
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Nitin Vishwas Phadtare
Adani Dahanu Thermal Power Station
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Congrats you have been awarded  in appreciation“Home 5S” Certificate
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Rise of Service industry
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Lead -5S Adani Power Mundra
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Congrats you have been awarded  in appreciation“Home 5S” Certificate
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Introduction

We all are aware that 5S is one pillar of a Business Excellence journey in many organisations in the world. 
5S Workplace Management System principles are invented in Japan and later on spread across the 
globe. Quality Circle Forum of India (QCFI) and Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) joined 
hands for 5S implementation and certification in India. 

• 5S helps to improves work place management and thereby 

• productivity, 

• quality

• safety in the organisation

Major steps in 5S work Place Management are as below.

• System with five steps for good housekeeping and maintenance of clean and safe workplace, 
machines, equipment etc. 

• Basic common sense approach to a good workplace Organisation & Management

• Requires TEI concept (Total Employee involvement) 

• Like a mirror reflecting our attitude & behavioral culture

• 5S activity are important aspects of Team work

• Considered as the first and most important pillar of TPM (Total Productive Maintenance)

Use Of 5S Principles for better 
Health Management

Yogesh N Patel, 
Vice Chairman and Head Operations, 

QCFI Ahmedabad Chapter
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Implementation of 5S Workplace management system in the organisation has always added a different 
dimension to the existing management systems, in terms of changing the workplace culture and bringing 
in total employee involvement effectively. It has brought in the culture of dealing with challenges locally 
and finding easy implementable solutions for day-to-day issues.

Concept of PEEP (place for everything and everything in place) was most beneficial for locating different 
equipment and material to reduce time to search.

When I was going through this five steps of work place management, it clicked in my mind that “Can we 
consider these five steps for Health Management like work place management?”  The answer was “Yes”, 
we can map our Day-to-Day Challenges & activities to address our health system.

Let us see how?

1S :  SEITON – Reorganise 

One can reorganise own daily routine schedule to predefined well planned schedule. This will help to 
remove unnecessary thoughts, behaviour, anger, wrong habits and negativity etc. from our mind and 
prepare us to accept and keep necessary things like positive thoughts, morning exercise, positive 
response, good relationships, prayer etc.

One can charge their mind and body with full of energy by using “1S” principle in daily life.

2S :  SEITON – Neatness (PEEP) 

Human tendency is to keep any thing at any place. According to 5S, there is a place for everything and 
everything in its place (PEEP). If we compare it with our health management then every required item like 
exercise equipment, medicines etc. are to be kept at proper defined place. So that as when required one 
can find it very easily.

3S: SEISO- Cleaning and inspection

This refers to cleaning of equipment and work place in the organisations. While when we refer to our 
health then it is a cleaning of our mind and body by doing various activities on daily basis. Use different 
techniques to keep your mind and body clean which helps you to be energised whole day.

Cleaning of mind and body is possible by daily YOGA, Physical work out which includes playing of indoor 
and outdoor games, swimming, running, walking, listening music and prayers etc. All this will help in 
recharging your mind for better thinking and positive output. After all this will help to live a quality time.
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4S: SEIKETSU- Standardisation

Likewise in organisation, we are making standardisation in Office management, filing system, display of 
standard instruction, colour coding in equipment and piping, walk way, display board etc.. This give 
unique look and easy identification and retrieval system.

Similarly, one can make standardisation in the daily work which can result into happy and healthy life. Few 
examples are – Prayer and daily exercise and yoga between 6.00 to 7.00 am, walking or running from 7:00 
to 7:30 am, morning breakfast at 8:00 with family, news paper reading, moving in the own garden if any, 
morning routine activities from 8.30 to 9.0 am. And to start for office @ 9:30 am. In similar way one can 
standardised evening hours activities including meeting with all family members for 30 min.

By following all above practices on daily basis, it can be considered “Life standardisation” which after all 
boost up your energy and moral. I have experience that these all are definitely add quality and happiness 
in life which in turn results into healthy life and keep you away from illness and stress.

5S: SHITSUKE- Discipline – Make it habit

We have seen in 1S to 4S about different principles which is useful and easy to implement to balance work 
and life.

The 5th S is “Discipline” in our daily life which is nothing but to make it habit. It is said that once your 
repeat the daily schedules mentioned in 1S to 4S for your health management, it will become a habit. One 
can make habit of walking, running, YOGA, swimming, playing games, meeting with friends and relatives, 
moving to religious and other leisure destinations, serving to the society as moral responsibility etc. All 
above activities improve your health quotient and make you happy.

Based on my experience and one to one comparison of 1S to 5S principles, I am confident that everyone 
who use and implement 5S principles in their life, will definitely enjoy quality life with good health.

I request all those practicing 5S for their work place management in their organisations, shall use same 
principles for their health and life management. I am sure everyone will be benefitted by following this.

My best wishes to all the participants, invited guests and QCFI team members for good health 
management.  
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It has been my passion right from my childhood to keep my house spic and span. I love arranging my 
house especially during school vacations and enjoy every bit of doing it. After knowing about 5S, it has 
added value in arranging the house in a systematic and orderly way. Hence 5S at Home has become part 
and parcel of me and I have been sharing with my friends and relatives about the benefits accrued to me 
because by following 5S in my home. 

Since the announcement of 5S Home Certifications by our Executive Director Mr D K Srivastava, I have 
been so excited to propagate this unique concept to as many homes as possible and help in getting as 
many 5S Home certificates as possible in our region.

Thus my journey on Home 5S started April 2022 and so far I have taken awareness on Home 5S to 3100 
delegates from 75 organisations on 42 occasions.

The first batch of 18 Homes, 5 from Lakshmi Machine Works Ltd, Coimbatore; 5 from KOSO India Pvt. Ltd., 
Annur; 5 from V Guard Industries Ltd., Perundurai; 2 from Titan Industries Ltd., Coimbatore and 1 from 
Chakradhara Aerospace were given Home 5S Certification during the 40th year of QCFI and 7th 
Anniversary of QCFI Coimbatore Chapter celebrations on 29th April 2023 by our Executive Director Mr D 
K Srivastava and the Chief guest Mr Iakoka Subramanian.  Many of these companies have assured that 
they will work towards all the employees in their company to get 5S Home Certificates and I have assured 
them of my full support in their endeavour as a CSR activity.

A special mention about Lakshmi Machine Works (LMW), Coimbatore for arranging every month a guest 
lecture on Home 5S to 40 spouses of their employees from their four units with a grand welcome, good 
lunch and a memento. This makes them feel excited and many homes wanted to get 5S Certificates. 

It has been a dormant desire in me to do doctorate. I have been selected in Anna University to do 
doctorate in PSG Institute of Management. I have chosen Quality concepts in households as my research 
topic focussing more on 5S and of course covering kaizen, lean principles and safety also.  Lot of 
research work has been done on 5S in industries, but no such research has been attempted for 5S at 
Home. Hence, I am facing lot of hurdles in collecting the literature and on the other hand, it gives me a 
sense of satisfaction also since no one has thought of doing the research for households. 

 My aim is to make every home 5S certified in whichever company or institution we are working with so 
that all the members follow a good culture towards Swachh Bharat.  Jai Hind. 

A journey on Home 5S
- S. Yogeshwari

Former Secretary & Treasurer, Coimbatore Chapter
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1) Five S is popularly known as  

2) Who is the pioneer of Five S Concept?
 a) Takashi Osada  b) Dr. K. Ishikawa c) Shigeo Shingo d) Philips Crosby

3) Is Safety an Integral part of 5S?
 a)Always  b) Never   c) May be  d) Sometimes

4) What steps are important to sustain & growth of 5S
 a) Seiso & Seiketsu    b) Seiketsu & Shitsuke
 b) Shitsuke & Seiri    d) Seiri & Seiso

5) What are the colour tags used for unwanted items in 1S
 a) Green   b) yellow  c) Red   d) White

6) Which colour tag is to be used for unused material to be returned to stores
 a) Green   b) yellow  c) Red   d) White

7) Seiri Museum is having items which are:
 a) Functionally OK but not use in the Dept. b) Broken & Discarded
 c) Sending to Stores     d) All the above

8) How many Phases are there in 5S Implementation?
 a) 3   b) 4   c)5   d) 6

9) Which one does not belong to the five folder system to be kept in second drawer?
 a) Action to be taken     b) Papers for filing
 c) Urgent Papers     d) Personal File

10) To develop Seiketsu, which one will be helpful
 a) Kaizen   b) LQC   c) QC   d) All the above

11) As per QCFI, number of check points in self-audit should be
 a) Minimum 30  b) Maximum 30  c) No maximum limit

12) QCFI Final 5S Certificate will be given if
 a) Average % of marks is 70 & above
 b) If score of Pre-Certification audit is 70% above
 c) Unit getting 70% & more
 d) Average marks of Pre-Certification & Certification Audit is more than 70%

SNEAK PEEK
QUIZ ON 5S
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13) What is the period of working of Jagruti Group
 a) 1-2 months on rotation    b) Permanent
 c) Directed by the Management   d) As per need

14) What is the objective of Jagruti Group
 a) To develop employee awareness towards hygiene
 b) Cultural Change in the employees
 c) Improvement of personal hygiene
 d) All are correct

15) What do you mean by the Word “Seiri”
 a) Reorganisation     b) Sorting out all items
 c) Sorting out stationery items   d) Removal of all items

16) What is the correct meaning of “Seiton”
 a) Set in Order     b) Neatness
 c) Systematic arrangement    d) all the above

17) Is Seiso combination of Seiri & Seiton?
 a) Yes      b) No
 c) Sometimes      d) Not at all

18) What are the level approaches of Seiso
 a) Macro Level     b) Micro Level
 c) Individual Level     d) All the above

19) What is the colour of Cross on First Aid Box
 a) Red Cross      b) Blue Cross
 c) Brown Cross     d) White Cross in green background

20) What is the purpose of standardisation in 5S?
 a) For sustenance     b) To bring uniformity in use
 c) To guide the successor    d) All the above

1) Work Place Management
2)  a) Takashi Osada
3) a)Always
4) b) Seiketsu & Shitsuke
5) c) Red 
6) b) yellow
7) a) Functionally OK but not use in Dept.
8) c) 5
9) d) Personal File
10) a) Kaizen

11) a) Minimum 30
12) a) Average % of marks is 70 & above
13) a) 1-2 months on rotation
14) d) All are correct
15) a) Reorganisation
16) b) Neatness
17) a) Yes
18) d) All the above
19) d) White Cross in green background
20) d) All the above 

ANSWERS TO SNEAK & PEEK

cc
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NOTE. 
1.  GST @18% extra

2.  All the registered units will be given permanent membership of QCFI 

3.  One set of 5S posters, and books of "DK's model of simplified TPM" & 
5S Practical Guide Book will be given free.

4.  MSME Certificate submission is mandatory for Registration & issue of  
QCFI Membership

5.  After the successful implementation of 5S by the unit, QCFI will issue a  
5-S certificate of first level for free after the online evaluation of the 5S 
report by the respective unit.Evaluation based on Submission of report   
online.

6.  QCFI Faculty will be handholding as per the duration of the package   
and category through online modes.

7.  After the completion of the package, if the unit get 70% or more, Unit   
will be given QCFI Mission One Lahh certificate for the successful   
implementation of the package. 

Mission One Lakh Package Fees Details

QCFI FEES - Mission One Lakh MSMEs
    
SL No Type of Unit Course Fees Duration
       
1  MICRO  10000/-  4 Months
       
2 SMALL  25000/-  6 Months
       
3 MEDIUM 50000/-  9 Months
       
4 LARGE  100000/-  12 Months





1st  Announcement

30 October—2 November  202330 October—2 November  202330 October—2 November  2023

Beijing, ChinaBeijing, ChinaBeijing, China

Innovation and Vitality, Lighting up 

The Beauty of Quality

Important Dates:
Meeting Dates: 30 October—2 November, 2023, registration on 30 October

Call for paper and Recruitment of  participants

Application Period & Abstract Submission 15th June 2023

Admission Notification: 30th June 2023

Full Paper Submission Date: 31st August 2023

Program:
Date Time Agenda

Oct 30 (Monday)
Afternoon Registration

Evening Welcome Dinner

Oct 31 (Tuesday)

Afternoon Opening Ceremony

Afternoon
1. Parallel Session

2. Award Announcement

Evening CCM

Nov 1 (Wednesday)
All-day

1. Parallel Session
2. Award Announcement

Evening Closing Ceremony and Gala

Nov 2 (Thursday) All-day Company Visit

Presentation Category:
ICQCC 2023 will invite various improvement and innovation groups. 
• QC Circle
• Six Sigma
• Field improvement
• 5S
Presentation Time: 15mins Presentation + 5mins Q&A

Award Setting:
Gold, Silver, Bronze
Best Popularity Award: Selected based on live voting
Featured Project Award: Selected based on the recommendation of  
the judges

Venue  : Beijing Yanqi Lake Interna�onal Conven�on & 
                Exhibi�on Center (BYCC)

Address: 16 Yanqihu Rd, 16, 
Huairou District, Beijing, China, 101407

Registration Fees: Type Early Bird (Before July 31, 2023) Regular (from August 1,2023)

Online $1000/Per Group $1200/Per Group

Onsite $580/Person $600/Person

Observer $550/Person $570/Person

List of  CCM organization members : 
• Bangladesh Society for Total Quality Management (BSTQM) 
• China Association for Quality (CAQ) 
• Hongkong Productivity Council (HKPC) 
• Quality Circle Forum of  India (QCFI) 
• Indonesian Quality Management Association (IQMA) 
• Union of  Japanese Scientists & Engineers (JUSE) 
• Korean Standards Association (KSA)
• Malaysia Productivity Corporation (MPC) 
• National Productivity and Competitiveness Council of  Mauritius (NPCCM) 
• Quality and Productivity Association of  the Phillipines (QPAP) 
• Singapore Productivity Association (SPA) 
• Sri Lanka Association for the Advancement of  Quality & Productivity (SLAAQP) 
• The Association of  Pioneer Quality Control Research (PQCRA)
• The Association of  QC Headquarters of  Thailand (QCHQ)

Contacts  :
Tel: +86 (10) 66072213   
        +86 (10) 66079146
Fax: 010 - 66072472
Email: icqcc2023@caq.org.cn
Website: https://icqcc2023.caq.org.cn

International Exchange Department
China Association for Quality
No. 6, Baishengcun Street, Haidian District
Beijing 100048 China 

Nominate teams for ICQCC @

https://qcfi.in/qcfihq

Login using your QCFI 

organizational membership and 

click on ICQCC to 

nominate teams for ICQCC 2023

participation.

ICQCC 2023 Nomination
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QCFI’s Humble role 
in propagation

 and implementation of 5S 
in this endeavor 
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Par�cipant Name / Home Maker State

Supriya Amit Rane   Maharashtra

Vaishali Vishwas Khanvilkar  Maharashtra

Ashok Pandurang Dalvi   Maharashtra

Dr Rakesh Matekar   Maharashtra

Sachin Marathe    Maharashtra

Rakesh Gudekar    Maharashtra

Ashok Kewat    Maharashtra

Dr. Minakshi Meel & Mr. Vikas Bhakar Rajasthan

Henry Samuel    Maharashtra

Sandeep Meghwal    Rajasthan

Jignesh Gajanan Bari   Maharashtra

Supriya Rahul Salve   Maharashtra

Dinesh Ramdas Kakad   Maharashtra

Sushil Balaso Koli    Maharashtra

Smita Shilwant    Maharashtra

Pooja Nitin Powale   Maharashtra

Raj Velpulla    Maharastra

Mrs. Vaishali Alhad Bhagwat  Gujarat

Dipali Mihir Upadhyay   Gujarat

Vishal Pande    Maharashatra

Kiran Barge    Maharashtra

Ashok Kewat    Maharashtra

Harshad Khatu    Maharashtra

Rukmani Yogesh Bokare   Andhra Pradesh

Nitin Vishwas Phadtare   Maharshtra

Rajkumar    Haryana

Dr Veena Kumari    Delhi

Kiran Krishna Barge   Maharashtra

Raja Chandikeswaran P   Tamil Nadu

Par�cipant Name / Home Maker State

Ganesan S    Tamil Nadu

Govindaraj K    Tamil Nadu

Balakrishnan R    Tamil Nadu

Baskar R     Tamil Nadu

Mahendran R    Tamil Nadu

Muthuseelan E    Tami Nadu

Kanagasundaram R   Tamil Nadu

Gangaiya K    Tamil Nadu

Rajendran N    Tamil Nadu

Ashokkumar R    Tamil Nadu

Ashokkumar. R    Tamil Nadu

Ranganathan A    Tamil Nadu

Ilango N     Tamil Nadu

Chandrakumar S    Tamil Nadu

Devakumaran S    Tamil Nadu

Sakthivel R    Tamil Nadu

Mariappan S    Tamil Nadu

Marichamy M    Tamil Nadu

Muthuraman V    Tamil Nadu

Arulprakasu G    Tamil Nadu

Arivanantham G    Tamil Nadu

Sivakumar V    Tamil Nadu

Angamuthu S    Tamil Nadu

Radhakrishnan M    Tamil Nadu

Manisekaran D    Tamil Nadu

Lakshminarayanan V   Tamil Nadu

Murugesan K    Tamil Nadu

Kanagavel N    Tamil Nadu

Ganesh Kumar A    Tamil Nadu

John Peter A    Tamil Nadu 

QCFI Congratulates the following participants for getting 
their Home 5S Certified.  May their tribe increase !
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Henry Samuel Mumbai Chapter

Kaushik Purohit &
Pandurang Jalkote
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03-08-2201-04-22

Dipali  Mihir Upadhyay, Torrent Power Ltd.

Kiran Barge MMG-AEML

BEFORE   12.02.2022 AFTER  08.08.2022

Disorder condition Neat & Tidy 17

Raj Velpulla

Adani Electricity Mumbai Ltd - MMG

Kurrla Central Stores - AEML
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Vaishali Bhagwat Ankleshwar Chapter
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Supermeme

5S at HOME: Dr Rakesh Matekar, Adani Electricity Mumbai






